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Abstract- In this paper a new high performance three-phase boost-type voltage regulator 
is proposed. A control strategy, that provides regulated ac output voltage with low hy-  
monic contents is suggested. The new boost regulator has nearly unity input power factor 
for a change in the load voltage up to 200% of the supply voltage. The four-quadrant 
nature of the proposed regulator enables it to accept reactive loads. Theoretical analysis 
and hardware implementation are developed. The results show the efficacy of the pro- 
posed regulator. 

1 Introduction 

Conventional ac regulations have been obtained either by using servo-controlled auto- 
transformers or electrically controlled tap changing transfornlers [I]. Although, the servo- 
controlled auto-transformers gave better responses in term of output regulation and ripple 
contents, it is bulky and the conversion efficiency is not very high. Moreover, it contains 
moving parts and need regular maintenance. On the other hand, in electronic tap changing 
schenles, current regulation may be incorporated but they have the disadvantage of step- 
wise control and introduce spikes during tap changing period. Presently, switch mode 
regulators are becoming attractive due to absence of moving parts and ability of continu- 
ous control. Switch mode regulators controlled by pulse width modulation (PWM) are 
particularly attractive because of their simple control schemes. However, direct ac-ac 
voltage controllers in PWM mode of operation suffers from current chopping phenomena 
in the case of inductive loads. To avoid this, ac-ac voltage controllers are designed with a 
dc link (acdc-ac converters). In these schemes, the front-end converter introduces har- 
monics in the supply and gives poor power factor. Direct ac-ac conversion is also being 
implemented by switching regulators using high fkequency electronic transformer inter- 
face and by quasi-resonant converters with zero current switching [2-61. These schemes 
provide high efficiency but they are suitable for low power applications only. Also, these 
systems are suitable only for buck mode applications. A thyristor-controlled transformer 
booster has been suggested and examined [7], but such devices are of limited range and 
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introduce distortion in the voltage waveform. Saturable reactor voltage regulator with 
improved current waveforms was obtained [S], but distortion was notic&ble at low levels 
of output voltage. Different topologies and control techniques were proposed [9] to real- 
ize unity power factor at the ac source side, but large number of switches and sophisti- 
cated control techniques were required for ac-dc-ac conversion system. 

PWNi controlled direct aclac voltage regulators has been examined in [ 10,111. Al- 
though high input power factor has been achieved: these types of regulators were used in 
buck mode only. A new three-phase boost-type voltage regulator was proposed in [12]. 
This regulator uses two independent hysteresis current controllers to obtain regulated 
output voltage. 

In this paper, a new control strategy for high performance three-phase boost regulator 
is proposed. The principle of operation and control of the regulator are presented. General 
equations of the regulator covering different modes of operations are derived and used for 
transient and dynamic simulation. A 750VA laboratory prototype of the boost regulator 
has been built and tested. Simulation and experimental results are reported and discussed. 

2 Circuit Topology, Operation and Control 

A. The circuit tomlonv 

The configuration of the proposed three-phase boost-type ac voltage regulator is shown 
in Fig. 1. In this configuration , only four ac switches, S,, S,,, SI,~ and Sbc are used and 
arranged as shown in the figure. The ac switches and the boost inductors, LB~, LBC, and 
LBc are located between the ac source and the load. Moreover, three delta-connected ac 
capacitors, C,, Cb and C, , are located across the load terminals. The proposed approach 
has its inherent capability in the applications where bi-directional power flow is irnpor- 
tant, such as motor drive. 

Since only four ac switches are to be controlled, only four driving circuits for the cor- 
responding ac switches are needed. Moreover, the proposed arrangement of the ac 
switches prevents the switches from conducting simultaneously as in bridge leg configu- 
ration. So, no dead time has to be considered in this topology. This will simplify the con- 
trol design greatly. The ac switch can be constituted by one or two power transistors [13]. 
It can conduct bidirectional currents when turned on and block ac voltages when turned 
off. Figure 2 shows the methods to configure an ac switch. The first method is adopted in 
this paper since its conduction loss is less than the second one and its driving is easier 
than the third one. 

Fig 1 The proposed three-phase boost t>pe voltage regulator 
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Fig. 2 Configuration of ac switches 

B. Modes o f  operotion 

According to the proposed control strategy, there are only two modes of operation. 
These modes are described as follows; 
Mode 1 - S,, Sbc ON and So,, Sbb OFF : In this mode, the control circuit allows the suppl!. 
currents to increase. At the same time, the stored energy in capacitors discharges into the 
load. When the supply currents 1, d,b,C increase to be more than or equal to (Iscab.c+H), Sac 
and S b  are turned off. This mode is the boost mode. 
Mode 2- So,, Sbb ON and So, Sbc O m  : During this mode, the energy stored in the 
boost inductors is transferred to the capacitors giving rise to the capacitors voltage to in- 
crease. This mode continues until the supply currents I,qb,c decrease less than or equal to 
(I, Gb,c-H), where H is the hysteresis band. 

C. The control Strategy 

In the proposed control scheme, three dependent hysteresis current controllers are 
used to obtain symmetrical supply currents and load voltages. Figure 3 shows the block 
diagram of the proposed control strategy. The voltage reference signal, Vrd7 is set ac- 
cording to the required load voltage. This signal can be treated as a dc value which is 
proportional with the load phase voltage. Using a peak value detector, the line voltage, 
V,, is converted to a corresponding dc value, Vdc. This value is compared with the refer- 
ence voltage signal, Vd, and the error signal is passed through a proportional-integral 
controller (PI). The output of the controller, V,, is then multiplied by the unit vector of 
the supply phase voltages V,,V,b andVY: to produce the command currents I,, I,b and 
I,, respectively. The supply currents I, , I ,b and I, are compared with their corre- 
sponding commands, 1, , Iscb and I,, and the errors are processed through three depend- 
ent hysteresis controllers. The outputs of the hysteresis controllers are in the form of bi- 
nary HA, HB and HC. 

The inputs to the logic matrix are synchronized three phase supply voltages and the 
outputs are in the form of logic data, NA, NB and NC. The logic NA is '1' if the supply 
phase voltage, V, is greater than V,b and V,,. Otherwise it is '0'. Similarly, the logic NB 
is ' 1 ' if Vsb is greater than V,, and V,,. Otherwise it is '0'. Also, the logic NC is ' 1 ' if V,, 
is greater than V,, and Vsb. Othenvise it is '0'. The outputs of the hysteresis comparators, 
HA, HB, HC, and the outputs of the logic matrix, NA, NB, NC are fed to the logic 
switches. The logics HA, HB and HC pass to the output through the logic switches if the 
logics NA, NB and NC are ones. Otherwise they are blocked. The output of the logic 
switches are in the form of binary signals, NS,, NSbb, NSac and NSa. The logic NS,, is 
the same as logic NSbb, and the logic NS,, is the same as logic NSb. Ifthe input current is 



greater than the current command, the digital signal is '0'. Otherwise it is '1'. Note that 
the logics HS,, and NSk are complementary of logics NS, and NSbb Those logic signals 
will be used to fire the four ac switches. 

If the supply current is controlled to follow the current con~n~and, it follows the supply 
voltage in its wavefornl and follows the reference voltage in its n~agnitude. This actually 
is achieved. since the reference current is generated from and synchronized with the sup- 
ply voltage. This control strateg? ensures that the input po\ver factor is almost kept at 
unity. 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the proposed control strategy 

3 Modeling and Analysis 

The equations covering Mode 1 are given as: 
I.' - y  

so - Sil SC - -- A,, + RE, IS'., dl LB,+LB, LB,+LBC 
dl I.:' - y 

sb - sb sc - -- RBb + RE, 
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where 

The equations covering Mode 2 are given as: 

d'" - v s a  R B a  I - I. 
SO CN 
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dI I.' sb=sb-- 
dl I>,, L ,  

"sc - Vw 
R B C  Isc - 6; 

df L,, I>,, 

where , 
ICG = Isa - Id  - Icc 

I* = I& - IbL - Icc 

I C C  = I& + 4 0  
and, 

The circuit parameters, boost inductors and output capacitors, can be determined 
according to the range of the switching frequency and acceptable percentage of the output 
ripple. Consider Eqs (1 -2) and (8- 1 O),  the rate of change of I, a,b,c is determined by the 
value of Lg a,b,c during Mode 1 and by the values of Lg a,b,c and Ca,bSc during Mode 2. Ac- 
cordingly, the switching frequency is determined by these values depending on the hys- 
teresis band, H. 

Assuming balanced three phase suppl! and I,, is the rnis value of the n-th hannonic 
component of the supply current, the input distortion factor DF, is defined as: 



where I,] is the rms value of the fundamental component of the supply current. The input 
power factor is given by: 

where is the angle bet~veen the fundamental component of thc supply current 1,) and 
the phase supply voltage V,,(or V,b or VJ. 
The load distortion factor DFL IS defined as: 

where VLn is the mis value of n-th harnlonic component of the load voltage. On the other 
hand. VL,\ is the niis value of the fi~ndamental component of the load voltage. 

4 DSP-based control 

The control scheme of Fig. 3 is implemented in real time using a 32-bit digital signal 
processor (DSP)(TMS320C3 I), as shown in Fig. 4. The ac switches are constructed us- 
ing insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT's). The voltage isolators sense the unit vec- 
tors of supply voltages. These sensed signals are used for synchronization of the gener- 
ated reference currents. The supply currents. I,. ISb and I,, are measured by using Hall- 
effect devices. The voltage and current signals are then fed to the DSP through 12-bit 
A/D converters. The output from the DSP(digita1 VO) are in the fornl of logic pulses, 
NS,,, NS,,, NSbb and NSh. These logic signals are then fed to the ac switches through 
isolation and driving stage. The overall execution time of the control scheme is 50 psec at 
sampling frequency of 20kHz. 

ac switches 
7 

Fig. 4 Hard\vare implementation 

5 Results 

An evpermental three-phase boost-type voltase regulator wlth the proposed control 
strategy has been bu~lt and tested S~nlulat~on and evperlment are carr~ed out to esplore 
thc character~stics of thc proposed boost regulator Thc circuit paralncters of thc proto- 



type are listed in the appendix. The supply voltage is kept constant at l5OV line to line 
and the reference voltage is controlled to allow boosting of the output voltage. 

Figure 5 shows the simulation results of the three-phase regulator for the boosting of 
approximately 200% of the input voltage. Figure 5(a) show the supply phase voltage 
(V,) and the supply phase current (I,,). It is clear from Fig.j(a) that the supply current 
follows the supply voltage in its waveshape with almost a unity displacement power fac- 
tor. Using the proposed control strategy ensures balanced three-phase currents, as shown 
in Fig.j(b). Figure (c) shows the spectrum of the supply current. Also, the proposed con- 
trol strategy ensures symmetrical load voltages as shown in Fig. 5(d). The spectrum of 
these load voltages is sho\vn in Fig. 5(e). It is c\.idcnt form Figs. 5(d) and (e) that the 
load voltage is almost 200% of the input voltags. The line load voltagc and current are 
show in Fig. 5(f). The experimental results in Fig. 6 confirm, very closely, the corre- 
sponding simulated results of Fig. 5. Figure 7 sl~ows the power factor, distortion factor of 
the load voltage and distortion factor of the supply current over a wide range of load 
voltage. Figure 8 shows the rms of the load voltage due to step change of the reference 
voltage, V,(,. The fast response ensures the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed 
control strategy. The results show the effccti\tness and efficacy of the proposed con- 
troller for boosting operation. 
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Fig.5 Simulation results of the boost regulator; (a) supply voltage and current: (b) supply 
currents; (c) spectrum of supply current; (d) load voltages; (e) spectrum of load voltage; 
and (f) load voltage and current. 



Fig. 6 Experimental rcsults of the boost regulator; (a) supply voltage and current, 
Vs,=43Vldiv, IS,=4A/div; (b) supply currents, 1.4 Ndiv; and (c) load voltag,es, 180 Vldiv. 
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Fig. 7 Supply power factor, PF; supply current distortion factor, DF,; and load voltage 
distortion factor, DFL, versus load voltage. 



Fig. 8 RMS of the load voltage due to step change of the reference voltage 

A new control strategy for high performance three-phase boost-type voltage regulator 
with nearly unity input power factor has been proposed. The control scheme using three 
dependent hysteresis current controller has been implemented. The operation and model- 
ing of the boost regulator have been described and analyzed. Since the regulator em- 
ployed only four ac snitches, the presented approach make the operational principle clear 
and gives the possibilit~. of simplc control design and implemcntation. The regulator is 
effectively an electronic step-up coreless transformer. It has the ability to step up the 
voltage to more that 200%. An experimental regulator based on DSP- controlled has been 
built to explore the advantages and the practical limitations of the three-phase boost-type 
voltage regulator with the proposed control strategy. 

Appendix I 

Data and parameters of the circuit topology. 
v ~ = V ~ ~ = V ~ = I  5 V, LBaZLBb=LBc=3 0. d 
ba=R~b=RBc= l.4i2, C,=Cb=CC=15 PF 
Load side; three phase balanced R-L with RL=60Q and L,=130 mH 
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